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Abstract
If the interactions made on multi-touch surfaces can be moved to the air above them, a user will have access to
a powerful tool. The possibility of tracking the hands’ movement in mid-air, creates a world full of interaction
possibilities. Despite having been created consolidated solutions for multi-touch interactions, these are limited to a
bi-dimensional space, preventing the possibility of direct interactions on the visualization space. Some works were
created to try and overcome this problem, however most of them use intrusive techniques, don’t use stereoscopy or
virtual reality or are lacking accuracy. This work had the objective to explore and evaluate which techniques allow
to manipulate with precision 3D objects in mid-air, on a non intrusive semi-immersive/immersive environment.
With this work it was possible to observe that the mid-air interactions in immersive systems are the most efficient
and satisfying method for users, due to the direct manipulation of 6 degrees of freedom, which mimics the way with
which we interact with physical objects.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the recent years, the use of the multi-touch devices has
grown, due to the various developments in this kind of
technology. From smartphones to tablets, as well as interactive tables, the users have ever more solutions available
for their needs. Likewise, the use of 3D objects has largely
increased. And so, with the surfacing of the new devices
appears a sea of possibilities to interact with the objects.
Multi-touch surfaces have been used in many different
types of domains. Due to their configuration, they allow
to manipulate virtual objects using the whole hand and not
just the fingertips. The possibility of bringing the interactions with the 3D world out of these multi-touch surfaces,
using stereoscopy and HMDs, allows to give some immersion degrees to the user.
The 3D object manipulation methods in the tridimensional
space have been the subject of studies in recent years. Different approaches have been proposed, however the majority does not give freedom to the user. With the visualization on multi-touch surfaces being on a 2D plane, to
manipulate the user is limited to the traditional approaches,
applied to to a plane. A simple task takes longer to be completed. These problems show a need for a natural, simple
and efficient method to interact with 3D objects on multitouch surfaces.
With this work we wanted to study different techniques to
manipulate 3D objects in mid-air, verifying if it is possible
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to surpass the existent adversities. Ultimately the preferred
technique should allow to overcome the need of a more
natural and familiar interaction.
Basing our approach on the set of information found and
the defined ideas for the study of non intrusive and natural object manipulation, we developed two systems to test
two different manipulation techniques. Using a 3D television, a Kinect camera, a pair of 3D glasses, an HMD Oculus Rift and two Wiimote controllers with a Motion Plus
adapter, the user can manipulate immersively and semiimmersively objects. The user interacts with the Wiimotes,
viewing the scenario either through the TV and the 3D
glasses or through the Oculus Rift. In these prototypes
the user has two techniques to interact with the objects.
The 6DOF Hands technique allows a direct manipulation
of the objects with each of the user’s hands so he can move
and rotate freely an object as in a real world interaction.
There is also the possibility to scale objects using the free
hand. The other technique is called Handle Bar and tries
to simulate a barbecue spit. The user grabs a bar with both
of his hands while the object stands between them. Then
the user can manipulate the object by moving the bar like
it would move on the real world.
To evaluate the implemented techniques we carried out
user test sessions, where we compared both implemented
techniques in two different environments, being one of
them an immersive setup, and the other one being semiimmersive. The 6DOF Hands technique proved to provide
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better precision on the placement of the objects, as well as
taking less time to do so. The immersive setup provided
better visualization, making the tasks easier, thus being
more pleasant to the users.
2

RELATED WORK

Nowadays, the manipulation of 3D objects is used in several applications, being indispensable in several areas. We
can easily find the adoption of 3D manipulations in many
fields, such as design and assembly of components in engineering and videogames, among others. With the great
usefulness that the manipulation of tridimensional objects
presents, it has been the subject o several studies and constant development, aided by the improvement and surfacing of new technologies, which turn the tasks easier to
complete. Here we describe some of the works related with
3D object manipulation.
Regarding 3D object manipulation on multi-touch surfaces, Cohé et al. [1] created tBox. It allows to manipulate
objects with a 3D interaction, taking advantage of a direct
and independent 9DOF control. The system allows very
precise translations, using a cube whose edges contain the
object to manipulate. The object can be moved by dragging the edges and can be scaled by moving away or closer
two parallel edges. To rotate the object, one can drag the
cube’s faces.
Focusing on gesture recognition, Wang et al. [6] created
a system that tracks the hands and can recognize a set of
gestures in 6DOF. The gestures are created as real world
metaphors. It uses a snap system that allows the users to
join objects with more precision. The implemented gestures allow to move or even throw an object, instead of
dragging it. The great advantage of this system is that
it captures the hand gestures without being intrusive, using two Kinect cameras above the interaction space. The
background is removed, leaving just the hands, which are
then compared to the estimated poses of the gestures on the
database. However, it can only be used on a setting where
the background can be removed, and with long sleeves.
Following the same line, Hilliges et al. [3] created
Holodesk, which combines a transparent screen and a
Kinect camera to create the illusion that the user is interacting directly with the virtual environment. The interaction
space is located below the screen, giving the impression
that the objects are next to the user’s hands. The Kinect
camera detects the hands and other physical objects’ position, allowing to manipulate the virtual objects using them.
De Araùjo et al. [2] developed Mockup Builder, a semiimmersive environment where it is possible to create and
manipulate with gestures on and above a surface. It uses
stereoscopy, adapting the user’s perspective of the 3D environment according to his head position, captured with a
Kinect camera. The hands’ positions are detected with two
Gametrack devices, allowing the user to manipulate objects with 7DOF. By combining the use of two hands with
the flexibility of a continuous space, this system allows to
change easily between 2D and 3D gestures. The user can
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choose the best type of manipulation according to his tasks.
Song et al. [5] proposed the barbecue spit metaphor to
control virtual objects in space. They called it Handle Bar,
and it tries to mimic a familiar situation to the users: the
use of a barbecue spit, being held with both hands and
maintaing an object on its center. The user holds an object putting each each hand next to the object, moving his
hands to move it and rotating it by rotating his hands by
the object’s center. To scale the object, the user can move
his hands away or closer to each other while holding the
object. This solution offers a natural way to manipulate
the objects while using a familiar situation to the users and
being non intrusive.
Still regarding 3D object manipulation, Mendes et al. [4]
made a comparison between five different above and on
the surface techniques. Using stereoscopy, four techniques
are used above the surface, while the fifth uses touch gestures. Above the surface, the developed techniques were
6DOF Hand, 3DOF Hand, Handle Bar (based on the work
of Song et al. [5]) and Air TRS. On the surface, the TRS
Touch + Widgets technique relies on touching the surface
below the object and using widgets. The study concluded
that direct interactions above the surface are efficient and
satisfactory, while still having problems caused by the lack
of precision and hand occlusion. 6DOF Hand was considered more natural to use for reproducing the direct interactions with physical objects, while Handle Bar was as fast
as 6DOF Hand.
3

IMPLEMENTATION

The objective of this work was to study natural interaction
techniques above an interactive surface. We start by presenting the implemented system used to test the interaction
techniques. We also present the implemented manipulation
techniques that allow a simple direct interaction, as well as
solutions to control the camera on the 3D environment.
3.1 Hardware Configuration

The developed solution uses a Microsoft Kinect 2 camera
to track the movement of the user’s hands and head. In
order to interact with the 3D objects, the user has two Wiimote controllers with a Motion Plus adapter. This wireless
device, usually used to play games, has an adapter that allows to obtain the user’s hands’ orientation. The buttons of
the controller allow the user to use the manipulation techniques to interact with the objects.
Another device used with our solution is the HMD Oculus Rift 2, that allows an immersive visualization of the
environment. With the help of the Kinect camera, it’s possible to detect if the user has changed his position and/or
his orientation, updating his perspective and position in the
virtual world.
As for the stereoscopic visualization, a combination of
a Samsung 3D television and a pair of Samsung SSG5100GB 3D glasses is used. This setup allows a semiimmersive visualization above the surface. It’s possible to
view the used devices in Figure 1.
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gyroscopes in the Motion Plus adapters, and position. This
data allows to recreate the manipulation techniques, grabbing the objects to move, rotate and scale them.
3.2.3

Scene Module

The Scene Module is responsible for dealing with the logic
that allows to represent any element in the 3D space, as
well as its movements. It allows to show the result of
moving an object, rotate it and scale it. It also allows to
move through a scene with ease and show different initial
states for each. It communicates directly with the Render
Module, mapping the visualization in Oculus Rift and the
stereoscopic surface.
3.2.4
Figure 1. Used devices with the system: a) Kinect 2;
b) Oculus Rift 2; c) Wiimote controllers; d) Samsung
SSG-5100GB 3D glasses and e) 3D television.

3.2

Architecture

With this work we wanted to create an environment that
would allow to find more natural tridimensional manipulations. With this goal in mind, we developed the architecture represented in Figure 2. The system consists in five
different modules, with two of them being the core of the
architecture.
3.2.1

Gestures Module

The Gestures Module captures the user’s movements using
a Kinect 2 camera. This data is sent to the module through
UDP, which then maps it to the virtual world, recreating
the movements virtually in real time. The data contains
the user’s hands’ position.
3.2.2

Interaction Module

The Interaction Module is a pillar of the system. This
module allows to use the implemented manipulation techniques. The data received from the Kinect and the Wiimote controllers from the Gestures Module include the
buttons’ statuses as well as their orientation, given by the

Viewpoint Module and Render Module

The Viewpoint Module uses the Kinect data about the
user’s head position to calculate its position on the virtual
world. These calculations are sent to the Render Module,
which can adapt what is seen by the user on the virtual
scene.
In this manner, the Render Module shows the user the virtual environment where he interacts, using Unity 3D to create the virtual scenarios.
3.3 Interaction Techniques

In this work we implemented two interaction techniques
which allow the user to manipulare 3D virtual objects, using stereoscopy or virtual reality. The interaction is made
in the space above an interactive surface. Based on the
works of Wang et al. [6], Song et al. [5] and Mendes et al.
[4], the chosen techniques were 6DOF Hands and Handle Bar. These techniques allow a familiar manipulation
interaction, having better performance than other studied
techniques.
These techniques allow the user to interact in 7 DOF: 3
DOF to translate, 3 DOF to rotate and 1 DOF to scale.
In each technique the user can choose which hand to use
as dominant to manipulate the object. Since that for each
technique the user needs both hands to manipulate in 7
DOF, only one object can be manipulated at a time. We
present these techniques with more detail on the next sections.

Figure 2. System’s architecture.
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Figure 4. Manipulation using Handle Bar.

Figure 3. Manipulation using 6DOF Hands.
3.3.1

6DOF Hands

In 6DOF Hands, the user’s hands are tracked in real time,
allowing to simulate the way one holds, moves and rotates
an object with one hand in the physical world. As one can
see by the name, one hand allows 6 DOF, three to move
and three to rotate. This technique is based mainly on the
work of Wang et al. [6].
The user touches with his Wiimote controller the object he
wants to interact with, holding it with the B button. Then,
the object is moved by following the movements of the
hand that holds it. The rotation is detected by the controller, as the user rotates his wrist.

formed three placement tasks with each technique in each
system.
4.1 Systems

Two different systems were created to test the implemented
techniques. One represents an immersive virtual environment (IVE), and the other a semi-immersive virtual environment (SIVE). Each system has a collisions mechanism
that detects when a controller is touching a graspable object. The user must touch the objects with an ellipsoid
placed in front of the controllers in order to grab them.
When the ellipsoid is touching a graspable object, a green
wireframe appears surrounding the object.

To scale the object, the user uses his other controller. The
hand does not need to be touching the object. The scaling
is indirect, using the distance between the hands and mapping hands being closer or further away with reducing or
enlarging the object’s size. We can see an interaction using
6DOF Hands in Figure 3.

None of the techniques has physics, to allow a completely
free manipulation, which also helps in measuring the precision of the tasks. After each task, the relevant data is
automatically saved to a file, allowing its review later.

3.3.2

The IVE system is a virtual recreation of the room where
the tests take place. The goal is to test manipulations with
3D objects, giving the illusion that the user is inside the
virtual world.

Handle Bar

Based on the work of Song et al. [5], we adopted the Handle Bar metaphor. This simulates the use of a barbecue spit
to grill chicken. The user holds the spit with both hands,
whereas the chicken is placed at its midpoint.
The user can grab and manipulate objects using the midpoint of his hands. This point is virtually represented as a
blue dot. To hold the object, the user puts this dot on it,
grabbing with both hands. With the object being held like
a bar is passing through it, the user can manipulate it. He
can move and rotate the object, which will mimic the the
bar movements. To scale the object, the distance between
both hands is used. We can see an interaction using Handle
Bar in Figure 4.
4

USER EVALUATION

In order to compare the implemented techniques, it was
necessary to conduct a set of user tests. The techniques
were evaluated in regards to ease of usage, precision and
time. Two systems were developed to allow the comparison immersively and semi-immersively. Each user per-
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4.1.1

Immersive Virtual Environment - IVE

The user is able to look in each direction, with the help
of the orientation given by the Oculus Rift HMD. He can
also move on the scene, as the Kinect detects his head’s position and applies the needed transformations. This gives
freedom to his movements. The user’s arms are also recreated using the position data from the Kinect, in an attempt
to give a bigger sense of presence in the virtual world.
4.1.2

Semi-Immersive Virtual Environment - SIVE

The environment in the SIVE system consists of a plane
that overlaps the 3D television’s surface. This allows to use
stereoscopy, giving the illusion to the user that the objects
are above the surface.
By seeing the objects above the surface, the user can interact with them using the Wiimote controllers. The user’s
perspective of the scene is given by his head’s position with
the help of the Kinect camera.
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4.2

Methodology

The tests were structured accordingly to the following
scheme:
• Introduction When starting a new user test, each system was presented, as well as its capacities. It was
also explained how to intereact with each prototype
and the technological limitations present in monitoring the user’s hands.
• Training Session It was shown to the user how to
move, rotate and scale objects with each technique in
each system. We allowed the user to understand how
to interact and train his interactions.

4.4 Apparatus and Participants

• Tasks Execution We randomly determined which
system and technique was the first to be used by the
user, to guarantee that the order of usage did not influence the results. It was asked to each user to execute
a set of three equal tasks with both techniques in each
system. The order of the tasks was predetermined,
with an increasing difficulty.

The test sessions were performed on a closed environment,
without the possibility of external influences. It was used
a Kinect 2 camera, two Wiimote controllers with Motion
Plus adapters, 3D Samsung glasses and the HMD Oculus
Rift. Both computers used by each system had a Windows
7 operating system, with an Intel Core i7 - 3770K 3.5 GHz
CPU and 16 GB RAM.

• Final Questionnaire After the test sessions, the participants filled in a questionnaire to evaluate different
aspects on each technique and system, such as ease of
usage, preference and fun factor.
• Profile Questionnaire Finally, the users filled in a
questionnaire with the objective of getting to know
their profile: age and experience towards stereoscopy
and other devices.
4.3

Tasks

Knowing that solids are present in one’s life early, it was
decided that the tasks would follow the idea of fitting objects in holes with its shape. The tasks had incremental
difficulty, starting with a simple task and ending with one
that needs a better control of the technique to be concluded.
As a result, there was no gravity nor physical collision between objects. Also, the user can only manipulate the object that will be fit in the hole. The tasks were the same in
each technique-system pair.
The users had a training session for each technique-system.
In the scenario the user had a replica of the Tower of Hanoi
game, as we can see in Figure 5. With this, the user could
manipulate the rings freely and learn how to interact in
each technique and system.
During the tests, the tasks consisted in fitting the green
plug in the red socket, with the highest possible precision.
Only the green plug can be manipulated. In each system
the tasks were executed by incremental difficulty. On the
first task, the user moved the plug, on the second task the
user needed to move and rotate it, and on the third the user
needed to move, rotate and scale the plug to achieve the
final position. In Figure 6 we can see the initial state of the
tasks.
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Figure 5. Task performed during the training session.

The evaluation had 20 users, one female and nineteen
males, with ages between 19 and 35. Only four users
hadn’t tried stereoscopy, and eight never had experienced
virtual reality. Nineteen of the users had already played
with a gaming console, with ten having used the Kinect,
fourteen the Wiimote and eight the Playstation Move. On
Figure 7 we can see users interacting with each system.
4.5 Results and Discussion

This evaluation allowed us to understand the technique that
felt most natural to the users. We analysed our measures
using the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test, comparing precision and time spent by each user to conclude a task.
4.5.1

Task 1

The difference from the ideal angle of the plug was smaller
in 6DOF Hands - IVE than on Handle Bar - IVE (Z =
−2.725, p = 0.006), as it was easier to rotate an object in
6DOF Hands. Handle Bar has an axis which can’t rotate.
The time to complete the task was smaller on 6DOF Hands
- IVE than on 6DOF Hands - SIVE (Z = −2.763, p =
0.006). With the ability to see many different angles using

Figure 6. Initial state of the tasks: a) Task 1; b) Task 2;
c) Task 3.
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Figure 7. Users testing the SIVE (a) and IVE (b).

the Oculus Rift, it’s faster to place an object. In Figure 8
we can see graphs about the measures obtained.
4.5.2

Task 2

The distance from the ideal position of the plug was less
with 6DOF Hands - IVE than with Handle Bar - IVE (Z =
−2.576, p = 0.01). That might be caused by the need
of rotating the plug, and the lack of a rotation in Handle
Bar might tire and bore the users, making them placing
the plug with less accuracy. The difference from the ideal
angle of the plug was smaller in 6DOF Hands - IVE than
in Handle Bar - IVE (Z = −2.978, p = 0.003), being
also smaller in 6DOF Hands - SIVE than in Handle Bar SIVE (Z = −2.203, p = 0.028). The task was completed
faster with 6DOF Hands - IVE than with Handle Bar - IVE
(Z = −2.800, p = 0.005) and 6DOF Hands - SIVE than
with Handle Bar - SIVE (Z = −3.360, p = 0.001). In
Figure 9 we can see graphs about the measures obtained.
4.5.3

Figure 8. Measures obtained in task 1.

Task 3

The distance from the ideal angle of the plug was less
with 6DOF Hands - SIVE than with Handle Bar - SIVE
(Z = −2.016, p = 0.044). The rotation difficulty with
Hanfle Bar is even more noticed in the semi-immersive
system, as it’s more difficult to the user to see the objects
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from every angle, as well as understand their true position.
Being this the third task of the users with each techniquesystem pair, the users were able to fit the plug with ease in
the same position. In Figure 10 we can see graphs about
the measures obtained.
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Figure 9. Measures obtained in task 2.
Figure 10. Measures obtained in task 3.
4.5.4

Subjective Data

On the final questionnaire, the users were asked to classify their experience with each technique and system. The
users thought that learning how to interact with 6DOF
Hands - IVE was easier than with Handle Bar - IVE, 6DOF
- SIVE and Handle Bar - SIVE, globally (Z = −3.220,
p = 0.001 and Z = −3.066, p = 0.002 and Z = −3.440,
p = 0.001) and in the rotation (Z = −3.779, p < 0.001
106

and Z = −3.542, p < 0.001 and Z = −3.495, p <
0.001). Also in the rotation, 6DOF Hands - SIVE was easier than Handle Bar - IVE (Z = −2.097, p = 0.036). To
translate, 6DOF Hands - IVE was easier than 6DOF Hands
- SIVE and Handle Bar - SIVE (Z = −3.116, p = 0.002
and Z = −2.799, p = 0.005). Scaling was easier with
6DOF - IVE and Handle Bar - IVE than with Handle Bar
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- SIVE (Z = −2.435, p = 0.015 and Z = −2.516,
p = 0.012). The preference of the techniques on the immersive system, specially 6DOF Hands, is due to its simplicity and ease of observation with Oculus Rift, as well as
a bigger precision. On the interactive surface the objects
could disappear from the screen with the side movements
of the user, as the system tried to adapt the user’s perspective of the objects according to his head’s position.
The users preferred the immersive techniques, the favorite
being 6DOF Hands - IVE, against Handle Bar - IVE,
6DOF - SIVE and Handle Bar - SIVE (Z = −3.036,
p = 0.002 and Z = −3.294, p = 0.001 and Z = −3.587,
p < 0.001). They also preferred Handle Bar - IVE against
Handle Bar - SIVE (Z = −2.353, p = 0.019). The
fun factor got similar results, with the users having more
fun in 6DOF Hands - IVE, than in Handle Bar - IVE,
6DOF - SIVE and Handle Bar - SIVE (Z = −3.082,
p = 0.002 and Z = −3.800, p < 0.001 and Z = −3.970,
p < 0.001), and in Handle Bar - IVE than in Handle Bar SIVE (Z = −3.080, p = 0.002). These preferences are in
the same line as the interaction preferences.
Finally, comparing the systems, immersive and semiimmersive, the users felt more present in the immersive system, with that feeling being smaller in the semiimmersive system (Z = −3.775, p < 0.001). It is possible
to observe each object from every different angle immersively, whereas semi-immersively the television’s edges
limited the visualization. To most of the users (seventeen), being able to see their arms on the immersive system
helped them feeling more present on the virtual environment.
5

CONCLUSIONS

The constant technological advances have allowed the creation of more and more scenarios and environments that
offer unique interaction capabilities. 3D objects are used
in many different fields, such as assembly lines, health and
architecture software, among others. However, the used
methods to interact with 3D objects (mouse and keyboard)
do not allow to explore all of the objects’ functionalities.
So, in this work we tried to identify natural interaction
techniques, which had to use gestures familiar to the users.
After a study about existing techniques and works about
manipulation on the tridimensional space, two techniques
were chosen. These were implemented in two different
environments, one immersive (IVE) and the other semiimmersive (SIVE). The chosen techniques were 6DOF
Hands and Handle Bar.
To evaluate each technique in each environment, we carried out user test sessions. The users were asked to test
each technique-system pair by performing three tasks of
incremental difficulty. In each task the user had to fit a plug
in a socket. The 6DOF Hands technique had higher precision and smaller task completion time, specially when rotations are needed. The completion time was also smaller
in the IVE system. However the results of both techniques
can still be improved, due to the lack of millimetric preci-
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sion, essential in different fields.
The users felt it was easier to interact (move, rotate, scale)
using the 6DOF Hands technique on the IVE system. This
was also the users’ preferred technique, being also regarded as the most fun to use. The techniques on the IVE
system were considered easier to use, since on the SIVE
system it was more difficult to view the objects.
Still, we believe it is possible to improve and complete this
work. The implemented techniques for 3D object manipulation can be improved and there’s also room to study
and develop new interaction techniques, that can achieve
greater precision than the tested ones, trying however to
maintain the same level of familiarity to the users. It would
also be relevant to try to combine new technologies that
could allow to obtain the user’s hands’ orientation, without
resorting to holding objects on their hands. With the gathered knowledge and conclusions obtained in this work, we
created a foundation to support future works on this topic.
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